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About ACSI 

The American Customer 
Satisfaction Index (ACSI) is an 
independent national measure 
of customer satisfaction with 
the quality of products and 
services available to 
household consumers in the 
United States. 

Each year, 70,000 customers 
are surveyed about the 
products and services they use 
the most. The data serve as 
inputs to an econometric 
model that benchmarks 
customer satisfaction with 
more than 230 companies, 43 
industries and 10 economic 
sectors, as well as over 100 
services, programs, and 
websites of federal 
government agencies. 

The ACSI’s time-tested, 
scientific model provides key 
insights across the entire 
customer experience. ACSI 
results are strongly related to 
a number of essential 
indicators of micro and 
macroeconomic performance.  
 
At the micro level, companies 
with high levels of customer 
satisfaction tend to have 
higher earnings and stock 
returns relative to 
competitors. At the macro 
level, customer satisfaction 
has been shown to be 
predictive of both consumer 
spending and GDP growth. 

Customers Unhappy with Subscription Television and 
Internet Service Providers 

 
 

Subscription TV Service 

Customer satisfaction with subscription television service falls 
4.4% to an ACSI score of 65 after peaking at 68 a year ago. 
The sharp decline positions subscription TV among the least 
satisfying industries measured in the American Customer 
Satisfaction Index. Only Internet service, which is provided by 
many of the same companies, scores lower at 63. Customer 
satisfaction with pay TV service pales in comparison with other 
types of household services such as energy utilities (ACSI 
score of 76) and fixed-line telephone service (73), which 
customers rate as more reliable and a better value. 

High prices, poor reliability, and declining customer service are 
to blame for low customer satisfaction with pay TV services. 
The cost of subscription TV has been rising 6% per year on 
average—four times the rate of inflation. But now, dissatisfied 
pay TV customers have more alternatives than ever before. The 
rise of streaming video from companies like Netflix and 
Amazon, combined with pay TV’s deteriorating service quality 
and higher prices, has led to the first-ever net loss of television 
service subscribers for a full year in 2013.  

Among the largest subscription TV providers, the customer 
satisfaction decline is broad and pronounced—every company 
experiences a drop between 3% and 7%. Still, customer 
satisfaction varies greatly depending on the type of service. 
Fiber optic and satellite providers typically beat the industry 
average and perform much better than cable companies. This 
year is no exception. DIRECTV (-4%) and AT&T’s U-verse (-3%) 
share the top spot at 69, followed closely by Verizon 
Communications’ FiOS service (68) and DISH Network (67).  
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The contrast between fiber optic/satellite and coaxial cable providers is stark. On average, 
customer satisfaction with fiber/satellite is 8 points higher than cable (68 compared with 60). 
Moreover, the best of the large cable providers—Cox Communications at 63—falls well short 
of the lowest-scoring fiber/satellite provider, DISH Network. Charter Communications is a 
notch below Cox, tied at 60 with Comcast’s XFINITY brand, which declines 5%.  

Time Warner Cable lags behind the entire industry following its second consecutive yearly 
decline, down 7% to an all-time low of 56. The combination of low and downward-trending 
customer satisfaction for both Comcast and Time Warner Cable is cause for concern amid 
merger talks between the two companies. The issue at stake is not that the proposed merger 
will limit competition as the service territories of the two companies do not overlap. Instead, it 
is the question of whether a combination of two pay-TV providers with such poor records 
could possibly create a better customer experience, especially given the volume of evidence 
from ACSI data suggesting that mergers in service industries tend to damage satisfaction—at 
least in the short term.      

The subscription TV industry as a whole does well on one aspect—picture quality. Both basic 
and High Definition (HD) picture quality receive high marks from customers (83). According to 
customers, most other elements of the experience are underwhelming, and getting worse. 
Customers rate the reliability of the TV signal and the frequency of service interruptions much 
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lower at 77 and 76, respectively, and both benchmarks have fallen sharply from a year ago. 
The range of channels also receives a lackluster rating from customers (76). 

 
On average, pay TV subscribers reserve their lowest marks for major customer service touch 
points: call centers and websites. Visitors to pay-TV provider websites rate the experience 
significantly less satisfying (71) as compared with the ACSI cross-industry benchmark for 
website satisfaction (78.2). Recent interactions with call centers result in even lower, declining 
levels of customer satisfaction. With a score of 66, subscription TV call centers are far below 
the ACSI aggregate for call center satisfaction of 70.4.    

Internet Service Providers 

Nearly three-quarters of all U.S. households now have broadband Internet connections, which 
means that more households have high speed Internet service than landline telephone service 
(down to around 60% as of 2013). As the number of Internet users grows, customer 
satisfaction with the service retreats, sliding 3.1% to an ACSI score of 63—the bottom rating 
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among the 43 household consumer industries measured in the Index. Higher subscription 
prices, unreliable service, and slow broadband Internet speeds continue to pull ISP customer 
satisfaction down.  

The fiber optic and DSL offerings of telephone providers such as Verizon, AT&T, and 
CenturyLink result in better Internet service than coaxial cable companies, just as is the case 
with subscription TV (satellite providers do not offer their own Internet service). Verizon’s FiOS 
Internet service (not including its DSL service, which is included in the aggregate of “all other” 
providers) tops the category for a second year, unchanged at an ACSI score of 71. Verizon 
easily surpasses AT&T, CenturyLink, and the aggregate of other smaller broadband providers, 
which all tie at 65. 

While the top three companies are either unchanged or slightly improved from a year ago, the 
opposite is true for the cable companies crowding the bottom of the industry. Cox 
Communications is by far the best of the cable providers, but nevertheless slides 6% to 64. 
Charter Communications registers a similar drop, while Comcast and Time Warner Cable 
plunge 8% and 14%, respectively, to very low ACSI scores in the 50s. Comcast and Time 
Warner Cable both score lower for Internet service compared to their pay TV ratings, which 
suggests that a merger of the two providers will likely create even worse levels of customer 
satisfaction, at least in the short term. 
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According to customers, ISPs have markedly improved overall data speeds compared to a 
year ago (ACSI benchmark of 76), although this is muted somewhat by downturns in other 
areas of performance. ISPs are doing worse this year regarding service interruptions and 
outages (71), speed and service reliability (69), and peak evening-hour performance (66).  

 
The quality of ISP service leaves room for improvement across the remaining elements of the 
customer experience. Bills are not very easy to understand (69), and other services such as 
email accounts, data storage, and Internet security products receive low ratings from 
customers (68). Another pain point for customers is that providers do not offer a wide enough 
variety of plans at different prices (64).  

Customer satisfaction with ISP websites is well below average at 67. Call center performance 
is far worse, deteriorating to a benchmark of 58 that is far beneath the ACSI aggregate for all 
call center experiences (70.4) and the poorest score among all telecommunications services.  
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Fixed-Line Telephone Service 

Customer satisfaction with fixed-line telephone service dips 1.4% to an ACSI score of 73. 
Although fixed-line remains the most satisfying of all types of telecommunications, this is due, 
in part, to the continued shrinkage of landline use in the United States. At present, nearly 4 in 
10 households rely solely on cellular phone service. As more households abandon fixed-line 
service, customers that remain tend to be the most satisfied and loyal. 

The aggregate of smaller local and long distance providers (including companies like Frontier 
and Vonage) outdistances the larger telephone companies by a wide margin, gaining 4% to an 
ACSI score of 78. The larger providers are at or below the industry average, with Verizon in the 
lead at 73 and AT&T and CenturyLink close behind.  

Just as in the TV and Internet service categories, cable companies show the lowest scores 
among fixed-line providers, and all experience sharp declines. Cox leads among cable 
companies with its digital voice service receiving a rating of 70, followed closely by Charter at 
69. Both Comcast and Time Warner Cable undergo significant deterioration in their fixed-line 
telephone scores, which parallels the steep drops in customer satisfaction for their pay TV and 
Internet services. 
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Fixed-line telephone service provides the most reliable technology and the highest quality calls, 
but with a 100-year head start on TV, Internet, and wireless telecommunications, the industry 
has had far longer to get it right. According to customers, service interruptions are kept to a 
minimum, dropped calls are rare, and the clarity and strength of calls are very good compared 
to other types of telecommunications.    

 
On average, fixed-line telephone service providers offer a wide range of services such as 
directory assistance and caller ID (ACSI of 82) and operators are reasonably helpful (78). 
However, website satisfaction (74) and call center satisfaction (66) are well below the national 
averages. 

Wireless Telephone Service 

The boom continues for wireless telephone service—penetration has exceeded 100%, and 
more households are opting out of landlines in favor of cell-only service. Smartphone 
customers are more satisfied and adoption is growing as well. Nearly two-thirds of Americans 
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use smart devices for more than voice and messaging, accessing an ever-expanding range of 
Internet services and apps on their phones.  

As users download more data and take greater advantage of streaming services, overloaded 
wireless networks are being challenged to keep up with the increase in usage. This contributes 
to stagnating customer satisfaction with wireless service providers—unchanged at an ACSI 
score of 72. While customers are more pleased with wireless service than with pay TV and 
Internet service, the industry remains among the lower-scoring categories in the ACSI. Along 
with TV and Internet service, only airlines and Internet social media display lower levels of 
customer satisfaction. 

The aggregate of all smaller providers (including TracFone and Cricket) is unchanged at an 
ACSI benchmark of 78, surpassing the four national wireless companies. Smaller companies 
tend to be no-contract carriers with lower fees, which customers perceive as providing better 
value. Among the largest individual providers, Verizon Wireless improves for a second straight 
year to 75, opening up a sizeable lead over the other carriers. Verizon’s latest gain boosts the 
largest U.S. wireless company to its highest ACSI score to date. 

There is very little differentiation among the other three national carriers. T-Mobile inches up 
1% to 69 a year after completing its acquisition of prepay provider MetroPCS. Close by, Sprint 
and AT&T are tied at 68. Sprint’s 4% decline positions the wireless carrier at its lowest level 
since 2009, but it remains by far the most improved wireless company since the Great 
Recession. The company’s current downturn may be a short-lived outcome of shutting down 
the Nextel national network halfway through 2013, which resulted in a spike in dissatisfaction 
among users and more than one million subscriber losses for the year.     
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Consistent with stable customer satisfaction for the wireless service industry, very little has 
changed with respect to the specific elements of the customer experience. Wireless carriers 
on average do some things rather well—bills are reasonably easy to understand (79) and the 
reliability of wireless service in terms of network coverage (79), call clarity (78), and dropped 
calls (77) receive similar ratings. Nevertheless, wireless still lags fixed-line telephone service for 
reliability by a significant margin. 

According to customers, wireless carriers are doing a better job over the past year providing 
faster speeds for downloading data and streaming content, but at an ACSI score of 75, data 
speed and reliability still leave something to be desired. For those customers who recently 
purchased or had a phone serviced in a retail store, staff are courteous and helpful (80), but 
service is rather slow (75). Wireless provider websites are nearly equal to the national average 
for website satisfaction, but call center satisfaction dips to an ACSI score of 66, well below the 
aggregate of 70.4 for call centers.    
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Cell Phone Manufacturers 

Customer satisfaction with cell phones improves for a second straight year, rising 2.6% to a 
new all-time high ACSI score of 78. Steady growth in the use of smartphones—which have 
many more capabilities than feature phones and as such tend to create higher levels of 
customer satisfaction—helps drive the overall industry gain. The quality of smartphones 
improves each year as the largest manufacturers tend to target at least one new product 
launch annually. Pricing remains reasonable, according to customers, especially considering 
the phone discounts offered by wireless providers for signing service contracts. 

Samsung appears to benefit the most from the rising popularity of smartphones. The 
manufacturer has been aggressively capturing market share with its Galaxy S and Note series 
smartphones. While Apple still sells nearly twice the number of phones in the United States as 
Samsung, the South Korean manufacturer comes out on top in one critical metric—customer 
satisfaction. Samsung now does better than Apple in the Index for the first time ever, following 
a 7% gain to an ACSI score of 81. This is the second year of improvement for Samsung, 
which was near the bottom of the industry at 71 in 2012, but now leads all manufacturers. By 
contrast, Apple declines for a second straight year, slipping 2% to 79, but still maintaining a 
slim lead over Motorola Mobility and Nokia (now Microsoft), both at 77. 
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The rest of the largest cell phone manufacturers make gains, scoring in the narrow range of 73 
to 75, but remaining below the industry average. BlackBerry ties Samsung for the biggest 
year-on-year improvement, but this is more about declining market share than anything else. 
As BlackBerry’s customer base erodes, only the most satisfied, diehard users remain. The 
aggregate of all other smaller cell phone makers (including Kyocera and Pantech) is last 
following a 7% drop to 71.  

Together, Apple and Samsung make up about 65% of the U.S. smartphone market, so it is 
not surprising that the 10 most frequently purchased smartphone models over the past year 
are manufactured by these two companies. Samsung takes the top spot with its older Galaxy 
Note II at an ACSI score of 85, which easily beats its own successor model, Galaxy Note 3, at 
81. Samsung does not appear to have gained any advantage from its 2013 release of the 
Galaxy S 4, which proves to be no more satisfying than its predecessor, the S III (both 82). 
(The Galaxy S 5 model debuted in April 2014, which was too late for inclusion in this study.) 
By contrast, Apple’s autumn 2013 release of the iPhone 5C (ACSI score of 84) and its higher-
end companion iPhone 5S (83) mark an improvement over the iPhone 5 (80). Equally 
important for Apple, customers rate both models slightly ahead of the two most recent 
Samsung Galaxy offerings.  
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Rounding out the smartphone rankings are Apple’s iPhone 4 at 77 and Samsung’s Galaxy S II 
at 72. These older models pale in comparison to more recent offerings from the two 
companies that boast faster processors, bigger touch screens, and other upgrades.    

Overall, cell phones receive very good marks from customers, and they even improve on most 
elements of the user experience. According to customers, it is very easy to use cell phones for 
texting and calling (ACSI benchmarks of 85 and 84, respectively), and phone design and 
features receive similar good ratings. Compared with a year ago, cell phone operating systems 
and software are easier to use (80) and phone menus and settings are easier to navigate (81).     

Users are also more satisfied with the quality of audio and video on phones they purchased in 
the past year (both 82). Customer satisfaction with cell phone manufacturer websites is 80, 
which is higher than the ACSI aggregate for website satisfaction of 78.2 and comparable to 
other durable products (automobile websites at 81 and personal computer websites at 79).  

Customers reserve their lowest rating for phone battery life. Although improved from a year 
ago, battery life remains poorly regarded at 74. This low score is probably a function of the 
rapid growth in smartphone usage, as these devices lend themselves to heavy volumes of 
data streaming, which can sap battery power at a faster rate than talking or texting.   
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Computer Software 

Customer satisfaction with computer software manufactured for desktops and laptops 
stabilizes at an ACSI score of 76. The aggregate of smaller software makers—including Intuit 
(TurboTax), Adobe (Acrobat), and multiple antivirus programs—makes a slight 1% gain to 77. 
Likewise, Microsoft, the largest individual software manufacturer, experiences an incremental 
gain to 75. These upticks, however, are not enough to impact the industry as a whole. 
Shrinking shipments of desktop and laptop PCs continue to pose a challenge for traditional 
software makers as a plethora of relatively inexpensive apps designed for the maturing tablet 
and mobile platforms have increased in popularity both for business and entertainment. 

  
Although Microsoft still dominates all desktop and laptop software through its Windows and 
Office products, the company perennially underperforms in its ability to satisfy users. Most 
recently, the company received a mixed reaction to its substantially redesigned Windows 8 
operating system and its decision to cut the cord on support for users of the old, but still 
popular, Windows XP platform. Part of the problem may be Microsoft’s dominance. With 90% 
of all desktop and laptop PCs running some version of a Microsoft operating system, it 
remains challenging to appeal equally across such a broad base of users.    

No advertising or other promotional use can be made of the data and information in this 
report without the express prior written consent of ACSI LLC.

About This Report 

The 2014 ACSI report on cellular telephones, computer software, fixed-line telephone service, 
Internet service providers, subscription TV service, and wireless telephone service is based on 
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interviews with 12,248 customers of these six industries, chosen at random and contacted via 
telephone and email between January 13 and March 11, 2014. Customers are asked to 
evaluate their recent purchase and consumption experiences with the products or services of 
the largest companies by market share within each of the measured industries, plus an 
aggregate of all other smaller brands not measured individually by name in the ACSI. 

Coming in June 2014 

The ACSI will release its annual results for full-service restaurants and for limited-service (fast 
food) restaurants in June. The report will include customer satisfaction benchmarks for the 
largest companies in these two restaurant categories.   
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https://www.facebook.com/theACSI
https://twitter.com/theACSI


Appendix: ACSI Industry Scores 
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